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Abstract
Resource scheduling is a key process for IaaS clouds. IaaS clouds 
commonly take Virtual Machine (VM) as scheduling unit, be 
allocated to heterogeneous physical resources and cloudlets as 
processing units allocated to virtual machines. The scheduling of 
VM and Cloudlet with various timing constraints requires dynamic, 
predictable and exible control mechanisms. The basic goal is to 
decrease or optimize job execution or turnaround time & decrease 
or minimize delay time at server side keeping in consideration 
the threshold time given by client side. To simplify this process, 
in this paper we propose a policy of two level  task (cloudlet) 
scheduler using time shared at first level and rank (priority) at 
second level. We have used cloudsim for simulating the proposed 
scheduling policy.
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I. Introduction
Cloud Computing provides shared resources over the Internet in 
a revolutionary way. The Cloud provides virtualized computing 
hardware infrastructure in a manner similar to the public utilities 
through the use of low level virtualization software, such as 
Xen, thus it is also termed as Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 
or Utility Computing. Cloud builds the illusion of limitless 
resources which can be made available to the user on-demand 
and can be dynamically scaled up or down because all hardware is 
virtualized. On the other hand Computing refers to the applications 
and software platforms being offered through the Cloud usually 
under the notion of a service model, hence called Software-
as-a-Service (SaaS). Resource scheduling is a key process for 
clouds such as Infrastructure as a Service cloud [1]. Considering 
the recent scenario Cloud computing is going to be used for 
High Performance Computing, so appropriate methods must be 
considered for both parallel job scheduling and VM scalability. 
The scheduling algorithm must seek a way to maximize the 
performance of the system by avoiding unnecessary delays and 
starvation. The main task of the scheduler in cloud computing 
environment is to allocate VM to host and parallel task or job to 
VM that have entered the system. 
It is very difficult to quantify the performance of scheduling and 
allocation policy on cloud infrastructures for different applications 
under varying workload and system size [2]. Before deploying 
the proposed algorithms in the real cloud, simulating them to 
find the solution to performance bottleneck is very beneficial. 
The CloudSim toolkit supports Space Shared (First Come First 
Serve (FCFS)) and Time Shared (Round Robin (RR)) scheduling 
strategies for internal scheduling of jobs as well as for VM creation. 
Space shared and Time shared suffers from Long average waiting 
time for longer jobs necessitating for the deployment of a better 
scheduling strategy at the cluster level. Also random selection of 
resources such as datacenter and host for VM creation at broker 
level bring poor resource utilization [2]. 

To increase performance by decreasing waiting time & starvation, 
in this paper we have proposed a policy of two level Task (job)  
scheduler using time shared at first level and rank (priority) at 
second level.  

II. Related Work
There are some critical QoS parameters to be considered in case of 
cloud computing such as time, cost, trust, security and reliability. 
In particular, QoS requirements are not static and need to be 
updated dynamically over the time due to continuous changes in 
the operating environments [3].
Hai Zhong, Kun Tao, Xuejie Zhang, they investigate the possibility 
to allocate the Virtual Machines (VMs) in a flexible way to permit 
the maximum usage of physical resources. The use of an Improved 
Genetic Algorithm (IGA) for the automated scheduling policy is 
done [4].  Gunho Leey, Byung-Gon Chunz, Randy H. Katz suggests 
an architecture to allocate resources to a data analytics cluster in 
the cloud, and propose a metric of share in a heterogeneous cluster 
to realize a scheduling scheme that achieves high performance 
and fairness [5]. 
Dr. M. Dakshayini, Dr. H. S. Guruprasad proposes a priority and 
admission control based service scheduling policy that aims at 
serving the user requests satisfying the QoS, optimizing the time 
the service-request spends in the queue and achieving the high 
throughput of the cloud by making an efficient provision of cloud 
resources [6]. Paper proposing two task scheduling algorithm are 
proposed taking into consideration their computational complexity 
and computing capacity of processing element [7]. 
There is one more work that presents the implementation of an 
efficient Quality of Service (QoS) based meta-scheduler and 
Backfill strategy based light weight Virtual Machine Scheduler 
for dispatching jobs [2].

III. Research Objective & Problem Statement
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) is the delivery of computer 
architecture over the Internet. IaaS [9] has also been referred to 
as Everything as a Service. IaaS offers CPU, memory, storage, 
networking and security as a package. IaaS is the virtual machine 
in the sky. In general, with IaaS, you choose from a range of 
operating systems (usually some flavor of open source), a size 
for your hardware (number of CPUs and CPU power) and an 
amount of storage.  
In most cases, it is easy for a user or a small project to create 
their Virtual Machine (VM) images and run them on IaaS clouds. 
However, the complexity rapidly increases for projects with large 
user communities and significant computing requirements. The 
deployment and management of many VMs in an IaaS cloud is 
labour intensive. This can be simplified by attaching the VMs to 
a job scheduler and utilizing the VMs in a batch environment.
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Fig. 1: Infrastructure as a Service

Quantifying the performance of scheduling and allocation 
policy on a Cloud infrastructure (hardware, software, services) 
for different application and service models under varying load, 
energy performance (power consumption, heat dissipation), and 
system size is an extremely challenging problem to tackle. 
The meta-scheduler cannot have a control over the resources at a 
data center and the entire set of jobs submitted to the resources. 
Nor a single level scheduling technique can solve the complexity 
generated by distributed environment. 
Other scheduler using genetic algorithm is dependent on gene 
calculation which take a lot of processing time. Some another are 
task scheduling algorithms based on load balancing, heterogeneity 
aware resource allocation and scheduling, Affinity aware dynamic 
pinning scheduling algorithm, etc are based on need of specific 
cloud environment on not general infrastructure.
Hence we suggest a low-level local scheduler to perform efficient 
job scheduling in cloud environment. This system centric local 
scheduler can be associated with any of the classical queue based 
scheduling policies and our work involves new implementation 
of rank(priority) at high level policies which shows considerable 
resource utilization compared to existing space shared policy and 
time shared policies at singe or high level.

IV. A New Approach: Two Level Scheduling
Consider this problem: A Data Center contains 5 hosts and each 
host contains 5 VM each as per user requirements. So there are 25 
VM in all. There are 50 running processes all with equal priority. 
However, because of VM constraint only 25 cloudlets are in Data 
center simultaneously. Therefore, there will always be 25 cloudlets 
swapped out written on virtual memory on the CPU. The time 
taken to swap out and swap in a process is 50 ms approx. 
With straightforward Round-robin scheduling, every time a context 
switch occurs, a cloudlet would need to be swapped in. Choosing 
randomly among the processes would diminish the probability to 
50% (25/50). If that occurs, then obviously a process also needs to 
be swapped out. Swapping in and out of is costly, and the scheduler 
would waste much of its time doing unneeded swaps. 
That is where two-level scheduling enters the picture. It uses 
two different schedulers, one lower-level scheduler which can 
only select among those processes in memory to run. That 
scheduler could be a Round-robin scheduler. The other scheduler 
is the higher-level scheduler whose only concern is to swap in 
and swap out processes from VM. It does its scheduling much 
less often than the lower-level scheduler since swapping takes so 
much time. Thus, the higher-level scheduler selects among those 
cloudlet in memory that have run for a long time and swaps them 
out. They are replaced with cloudlet on disk that has not run for a 
long time. Exactly how it selects jobs is up to the implementation 
of the higher-level scheduler.

A. Parameters to Work on

1. Processing Time (Estimated Finish Time)
First aim is to optimize over all processing time as compared to 
the previous policies. By using a time-shared policy, the estimated 
finish time of a Cloudlet managed by a VM is given by

where, eft(p) [10], is the estimated finish time, ct is the current 
simulation time, and cores(p) is the number of cores (processing 
elements) required by the Cloudlet and rl is the total number 
of instructions that the Cloudlet will need to execute on a 
processor.
General Equation is:
Total time spend =Time spend in queue + Time Taken for 
service

2. Cost at User Side
Again due to decrease of overall resource consumption user side 
cost is decreased. User side cost  can be calculated as,
Cuser = Csecond * no. of seconds + Cbandwidth * 
total allocated bandwidth + Cmemory * total allocated Ram + 
CStorage * total allocated Storage 
where, cost per second, cost per bandwidth, cost per memory and 
cost per storage is decided by the datacenter [10].

3. CPU Utilization (Capacity)
The CPU utilization will be improved by VM allocation policy best 
packed and scheduling. In time-shared mode, multiple Cloudlets 
(task units) can simultaneously multi-task within a VM. In this 
case, we compute the total processing capacity of Cloud host 
having np processing elements as 

where, cap(i) is processing strength of individual elements [10]
Here general equation can be written in context of average number 
of request served: 
Average Server = Effective arrival time / Total service time taken 
by all Utilization requests

B. Proposed Policy
We give a model for the proposed Timeshared with Rank based 
scheduling policy. The parameters considered in this system model 
are listed in the Table 1

Table 1: Parameters for Rank Queue
Parameter Definition

HQ
High Rank Queue

MQ 
Medium Rank Queue 

LQ 
 Low Rank Queue 

| HQ | Size of QH

| MQ | Size of QM 

| LQ | Size of QL 

T Threshold time for deadline 
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Mreq
Mean request arrival rate

MEreq Effective arrival rate 

Tti
Q Total time a Reqi spends in the 

queue 

 Sti Total service time taken by the Reqi 

We define the Timeshared with rank scheduling with the following 
assumptions 

1. Subscription Category
Demanding for the service every user must subscribe themselves 
to one of the following subscription category.

High - CATH, • 
Medium  - CATM or • 
Low - CATL• 

For each subscription category subscription charge varies.

2. Requests Arrival Pattern
The user’s request arrivals occur randomly according to a Poisson 
distribution with Mreq arrivals per unit time. 
SLA between the cloud providers and the cloud users: is an 
agreement on guaranteed high quality service and cost for the 
service 

3. QoS of the Service Requests
There are 3 attributes: guaranteed service, high quality service 
and cost for the service 

4. Queue Behaviour
Request is selected from one of the three queues based on the rank 
and then send to timeshared queue at FCFS basis. 
In this model, whenever the request for the service from the user 
i (service-requesti) arrives at the cloud, the service time ST i

est is 
estimated which is required to complete that service-requesti based 
on the type of the service-request and the average service time 
taken (by experience) for that type of service-request.
Estimated time is taken by running the first set of data and results 
collected are taken as test bed for further experimentation
delayT

i = ( DLT
i - C

T
i )    (1) 

where, 
CT

i - Current time
DLT

i - Deadline given by service-requesti
delayT

i - Maximum tolerable time of ith ser-req
Total servicing time is also estimated STT

est which is required 
for all the service requests in all the three queues (Y) and is 
computed as: 

     (2) 
Where Y= | HQ | + | MQ | + | LQ |
According to the tolerable delay computed (delayT

i) and 
Subscription category CAT of ith service-request (ser-reqi), arrived 
service-request will be placed in one of the 3 queues (HQ - High 
priority queue, MQ - Medium priority queue or LQ - Low priority 
queue). Then RR will be applied to the queues at next level.
Algorithm proposed is as follows:
if ((delayTi  = (( /C) + )) and CAT == 1 or 2 or 3)
Then place the ser-reqi in HQ
if ((delayTi  > (( /C) + ) by T))
{
if CAT == 1

 Place the ser-reqi  in HQ
if CAT == 2
 Place the ser-reqi  in MQ
if CAT == 3
 Place the ser-reqi  in LQ
}
With this system model, the probability that there are N customers 
in the system is PN. The effective arrival rate that is the mean 
number of arrivals per time unit who enter and remain in the 
system is MEreq. 
MEreq = Mreq (1 - PN)    (3)
The total time a ser-reqi (Tti) spends in the cloud is:
Tti   =  Tti

Q  + Sti      (4)
Where
Tti

Q - is the total time a ser-reqi spends in the queue
Sti - is the total service time taken by the ser-reqi

The average time spent by the user request ser-reqi in the cloud is 
the average req-to-service delay/ ser-req in the Cloud.

    (5)
The average number of user requests being served in the cloud is 
the average server utilization

      (6)
Where
C – is the number of servers in the system
So the optimization problem is to
Minimize the total time a ser-reqi spends in the queue
Min (Tti

Q)
Guaranteed high quality of service
Tti < delayT

i
Maximizing the throughput

V. Experimental Results
This study was made on two datacenter. Study was done on the 
bases on 1 to 10 host with running on them in ratio of 1: 2 that is 
for 1 host 2 vm, for 2 host 4 vm and so on till for 5 host 10 vm 
at first and then with packing policy of VM on host. Each node 
comprises of one CPU core with 10 GB ram/network bandwidth 
and storage space of 1TB. The host comprises of 1000, 2000 and 
3000 MIPS accordingly with variations. For each virtual machine 
on host ram size is different and bandwidth size is 2500 MB with 
250, 500, 750 and 1000 MIPS accordingly with variations.

A. Total Execution Time
The experiment was done on the bases 2 algorithms. They are 
Round Robin and two levels Scheduler with Round robin at low 
level and at high level Rank based Processing.

Fig. 2: RR vs. Rank Based + RR
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As in graph the total execution time considerably falls down 
by almost 31% for our proposed scheme Rank based + RR as 
compared to RR.

B. CPU Utilization
The experiment was done with 10 hosts running with 20 virtual 
machines. On x- axis ids of host are placed and accordingly how 
many VMs are placed on each host. It deals with two policies. 
They are Round Robin and two levels Scheduler with Round robin 
at low level and at high level Rank based Processing.

Fig. 3: CPU Utilization Comparion

VI. Conclusion
From the above literature review and experiments following facts 
can be concluded: 

The real test bed limits the experimentation and makes 1. 
reproduction of results a tough task. 
This paper enhances the existing scheduling strategy in 2. 
the cloud environment by proposing a two-level scheduler 
optimizing the performance both in the higher level and 
cluster level, facilitating cloud consumers as well as cloud 
providers.
To solve the resource scheduling problem we introduced a Two 3. 
level resource scheduling algorithm, in a cloud environment 
of “superscheduler” level.
In addition the novel VM allocation best packed policy is also 4. 
implemented at host level to enhance resource utilization.
The proposed scheduling algorithms consider the processing 5. 
requirement of the task as well as computational capacity of 
the resource while taking scheduling decisions.
Overall total execution time is considerably reduced making 6. 
the cost also go down considerably.
CPU utilization has improved efficiently by making use of 7. 
proposed algorithms. 
Experimental results demonstrate that Timeshared with rank 8. 
based scheduling at cloud level presents improvement upto 
31% in completion time.
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